Introduction
As it was marked by Yeoman (2004) , during the last half a century the amount of European festivals has increased from less than a thousand to more than 30 000, which triggered the appearance and fast development of festivals and events industry since early 1990s. Current works on cultural festivals have focused on describing various economic, social and cultural impacts these processes produce broader socioeconomic settings of festival omnipresence in urban space. This paper aims to discuss why and how festivalization, a specific way of organization and formation of urban space and social activities based on festivals, is implemented as a development and urban planning strategy in contemporary city. Moreover, looking at festivalization process as an inherent part of creative city the paper aims to characterize festivalized city and reflect on why creative city and festivalization policies are being developed side-by-side. In closing, author calls for greater attention to festivalization process as a prominent dimension of cultural revitalization of contemporary cities.
In 2002, in his book "The Rise of the Creative Class: And How It's Transforming Work, Leisure, Community and Everyday Life" Richard Florida claimed the beginning of the new creative age, where a creative class is the main driving force leading towards formation of a new creative city paradigm (Florida, 2002) . This book provoked a large discussion of the creativity benefits and disadvantages in many aspects of social, economical and political life. In the context of urban development, the concept of creative city still attracts [creative city became a major driver for cities across the world and still attracts] high interest of economists, sociologists, policy makers and municipal authorities as one of the most promising ways out of economic crisis and industrial regress. This paper focuses on cultural festivals as one of the most common instruments of creative city promotion, which have become a 'must-have' policy for urban planners of contemporary cities. Cultural festivals, besides presenting and embodying of new identities of revitalized areas, become a main element in construction of a 'happening' continuity, galvanizing the cultural life and creating proper 'atmosphere' of the urban space. These factors turn urban space into a place of constant festival, a phenomenon that Häußermann and Siebel (1993) called festivalization (festivalisierung in German) of urban policies and space. Unlike it was presented by Häußermann and Siebel as a "festivalization of urban politics" (1993) under festivalization we imply not solely periodic mega-events but also (and primarily) small-sized festivals that provide . With growing role of constant happening in urban space, which is an integral part of experience economy, festivalization influences both urban space production and consumption of creative city.
By the creative city, Florida (2002) refers to the promotion of cultural revitalization, attracting new creative individuals, stimulation of social participationas well as rising financial support of cultural industries and amenities. This evokes switching strategic priorities of urban development away from the emphasis alone of hard location factors (i.e. hard infrastructure) to soft location factors such as leisure activities and placebased images, emphasizing experiential and cultural characteristics of a place. Indeed, looking at many European and North American cities, the focus from the intensive construction and development of various cultural institutions such as museums, theaters, opera houses, etc. during the last two decades of 20th century has moved towards creativity as "a new method of strategic urban planning" (Landry, 2000: 12; Smith and Krogh Strand, 2011) . The 'creativity' approach brings about the prioritization of human capital (Storper & Scott, 2009 ), the so-called 'creative class', which is supposed to enliven economic and cultural life of a city or a quarter. Taking into account the key role that cultural milieu and experiential aspects that possesses an urban area play in place promotion and attraction of new 'creative' residents (Florida, 2002) , municipalities often tend to make their cultural policies more efficient providing city (or quarter) dwellers with continuous cultural experiences. One of the most prominent ways to provide such experiences is through intensification of festivals (Bianchini and Parkinson, 1994; Evans, 2003; García, 2004; Gibson and Stevenson, 2004; Häusserman and Siebel, 1993, Richards and Palmer, 2010) . 1 In some cases using the terms of "festivalization" and "eventification" might be confusing. Under certain circumstances they can be applied as synonyms albeit having certain differences that need to be clarified. Some authors (e.g. see Richards, 2007) use the term 'festivalization' in relation to cultural mega-events, while 'eventification' is related to rather small-scale cultural events, but not only festivals (see Jacob, 2010) . In order to stay in line with the domain of festival studies and at the same time to emphasize the 'rescaling' of festivalization process, we prefer to focus on small-and medium scale cultural festivals rather than broader term of 'cultural events'. This conditions on preferring the notion of 'festivalization' to 'eventification' in the present research. More elaborated explanation of the concept will be given in parts 3 and 4 of the paper.
The creative turn in urban development
One of the main themes of aforementioned Florida's book was an explanation of 'creative class' representatives attraction as a key factor in succeeding under the conditions of creative economy, where human creativity becomes a main driver of urban development. Since the launching of the book, the concepts of 'creative economy', 'creative city' and creativity itself became exceedingly popular among urban theorists and policy-makers. And thus,an impressive number of cities all around the world are implementing creative city policies forming a 'creative' dimension in which interurban competition for attracting new citizens and creative and knowledge entrepreneurs (the ones called 'creative class') is set. But what makes creative economy within the context of urban development so important and popular? Historical prerequisites of the 'creative' vector of urban development can be found in the intertwined processes of manufacturing (Fordist) economic crisis, emergence of globalization, the political economic restructuring of the Keynesian nation-state and the subsequent decay of industrial urban space in late 1970s, which led to formation of New Urban Politics in the 1980s (Jonas and Wilson, 1999 ) that emphasized, first a 'entrepreneurial turn' (Harvey, 1989) and subsequently a 'creative turn' (Krätke, 2011) in urban policies aimed at converting former manufacturing based cities into postindustrial economies. Such an economic regime implies growing importance of asthetical and semiotic values production (Lash and Urry, 1994; Molotch, 1996; Scott, 1997) . In numerous types of economic sectors consumption patterns predetermine a necessity to provide products and experiences with specific, individual and aesthetic characteristics, which сatalyze diversification of marketing as well as production itself: new economy conditions imply prioritizing clients' (or guests') experience (Pine & Gilmore, 1998: 98) . This fosters development of marketing strategies, competition (including inter-urban competition as well) and entrepreneurship (Scott, 1997) . As the entrepreneurial approach New Urban Politics consolidated during the 1990s, in the last decades the accent, within entrepreneurialism, has shifted towards stressing the importance of knowledge, creative and cultural priorities in urban economies and regeneration policies (Freestone & Gibson, 2006) . One of the clearest manifestations of creative and cultural prevalence in urban policies can be found in the city marketing and branding strategies. Since mid-1990s major part of these strategies were centered around cultural projects, sometimes even changing (or repositioning) the whole representation of a city in attempt to put it at the global or at least regional cultural map (Ashworth and Voogd, 1995; Ward, 1998; Bianchini, 1999) . Such environment allows to regard culture as an economic commodity with its own market, demand and supply sides. Due to competitive environment such approaches are turning into a regular phenomenon, which is present almost in every culture-oriented contemporary city. Besides city marketing, it is possible to distinguish two main economic-based approaches to creative city development (Trip and Romein, 2010) . The first one is focused on production perspective (also known as innovative-based approach), which "considers the creative industries as a 'normal' economic sector, although with some rather specific characteristics: small, but crucial for the innovativeness of the urban economy, and to a large extent based on small firms and face-to-face contacts" (p.2). This perspective primarily implies post-industrialization of production, substituting 'traditional' industries with cultural industries like fashion, music, design, etc. In contrast to production-oriented perspective, the second approach"starts from the assumption that 'jobs follow people or 'labour follows capital" (p.3) and therefore is focused on consumption milieu, which implies creative talent attraction as a key success factor. This notion bring us back to the cornerstone of Florida's book -the attraction of creative class as a main economic success factor. It is hard to identify which approach is the prevalent one, since usually these approaches applied in complementary way: both production and consumption often done by the same people (creative class) and often share the same urban space (creative quarters). However, Trip and Romein (2010) suggest that creative city initiatives have economic and production-based background and hence emphasize the production perspective and entrepreneurial nature of creative city policies. The aspect of entrepreneurialism is also noted by Kong's (2000) listing of creative city distinctive features, which, besides growth of entrepreneurship and public-private partnerships include increasing of infrastructure funding (here: hard infrastructure for cultural production), producing of flagship events fostering cultural tourism and public spaces revitalization. Indeed, all these four characteristics are visible in many cities across the world, which makes creative city one of the main discussion topics nowadays.
Thus, since the introduction of the Creative city concept in 1996 by Landry and Bianchini (see Laundry et al., 1996) and its further popularization by Florida (2002) as one of the most promising ways of urban revitalization and enhancing interurban competitive performance, creativity, as well as its main discursive themes (e.g. postindustrialism, creative class, creative economy, arts-led regeneration etc.), has become one of the most important terms in urban development strategies. Indeed, facing limited resources and pressures to deliver growth and jobs, municipalities are attracted by the perceived easiness of cultural transformation and achieving positive results in a short period of time, as it is may seem from reading 'pro-creative' literature. Such a development model (as well as very notion of 'creative city') has become even more appealing as cities face financial crisis and municipalities need to cut (or even refuse of) traditional methods of tax benefits and provision of hard infrastructure.
With regards to such a switch in development prioties, in the context of creative city inter-urban competition is based on the attractiveness to the mobile consumers (Zukin, 1995) and the key role here belongs to distinctiveness of a city, unique or authentic experience that it has to offer. The concept of experience is thus much important for competitiveness of a city that in the early 1990s emerged a term of experience economy, which refers to "a socioeconomic system where aesthetic experiences, rather than goods or services, form the basis for generating value" (Johansson and Kociatkiewicz, 2011: 392) .
Experience matters
The explanation of such a shift from hard to soft infrastructure development prioritization could not be possible out of the context of experience economy. As it was mentioned in the previous part, experience production and consumption is one of the main value sources and competitive advantages during the transition from industrialism to post-industrialism and from service economy to experience economy (Pine and Gilmore 1998, 1999) . Seen from this perspective, urban space shares the same need in experience production as in case of goods and services production. In the context of inter-urban competition it is possible to argue that "places are also being produced as a something in themselves" (Lorentzen, 2009: 832) . This implies higher involvement of customers, visitors and residents into consumption process, building personal relationship with the place. According to Johansson and Kociatkiewicz (2011) a place "needs to provide an experience dimension that has the potential to engage the consumer beyond merely purchasing a product or service" (p. 392).
Here it is necessary to mark three key factors that make individual experience so prominent. Firstly, individuals (including creative class representatives) tend to plan their lives and search for the most comfortable places for work and leisure (Florida, 2002; Lund et al., 2005) . This aspect gains even more importance since people's identity can be influenced or even formed by the places they visit and live. Secondly, in the context of experience economy sociable 'atmosphere' becomes a prominent characteristic of a place (Glaeser, 2001 (Lorentzen, 2009: 282) .
Due to these reasons urban spaces are often transformed or even designed in order to provide necessary conditions for users to establish personal connections with the place. Such transformations can be jointly described by the term of "experiencescapes" -urban landscapes that are strategically planned for experience production and consumption (O'Dell, 2005). It is possible to state that prominence of experincescapes goes beyond tourist attraction purposes, being implemented into everyday life of the citizens on rather permanent than temporary basis (Glaeser, 2001) . At the same time blurring of distinction between spaces of work and leisure as well as growing importance of 'third places' (Florida, 2005) make experiences and experiencscapes a part and parcel of a creative city. Florida regards experience as one of the qualities of a place necessary to attract creative class representatives since cultural and creative products are rarely confined to a particular place and thus can be produced anywhere depending on the favorable conditions for production and consumption. Talking about experience, Florida (2002) implicates all the multiplicity of characteristics that influence perception of a place including hard infrastructure, environment as well as intangible aspects like innovation and creative capacity. Indeed, all these factors matter, however it is possible to accentuate urban cultural festival as "a popular organizational form for creating experience spaces, and for marketing cities" (Johansson and Kociatkiewicz, 2011) and an omnipresent galvanizing part of creative areas. The festival, that can be recognized as easy-selling producer of aesthetic values, increase entrepreneurial confidence (Richards, 2007) and employment rates (Herrero et al, 2007 ) is a prominent means for experience production.
Despite the broadness and nebulosity of theoretical term of 'creative city', on practice it usually comes down to two strategies (in many cases combined), namely creating cultural and knowledge clusters, and organizing either mega and (or) numerous small cultural festivals. The first strategy refers to what Florida (2004) called 'positive benefits of co-location' and creativity and knowledge spillovers: certain tendencies of creative industries to organize horizontal linkages and thus obtain competitive advantages, which are also supposed to stimulate economic growth of the creative area. On policymaking level this leads to formation of cultural and knowledge quarters (Evans, 2009) , an approach during 2000s' has turned into something of an urban cultural development hype" (Mommaas, 2004) , especially while applying gentrification strategies. Talking about cultural quarters and gentrification it is important to emphasize the link between the existence of cultural activities and increasing of real estate value in the area. In many cases increasing cultural activities is done through construction of flagship development projects (e.g. museum, art gallery or opera house). However, in the current context of economic crisis, shrinking city development budgets made the cities to switch strategic priorities of urban development away from hard location factors (hard infrastructure) to the second strategy, soft location factors with leisure activities and place-based images, emphasizing experiential and cultural characteristics of a place (Jakob, 2012) . Thus, making a focal point on experience economy in cultural planning has turned out to be a critical necessity of any urban development strategy.Indeed, cultural development can be regarded as a kind of 'raw material' for the creation of place distinctiveness, image-building and regeneration of urban fabric (Richards, 2007) . In this sense, one of the most popular instruments of cultural planning implementation is creating city identity and its promotion through cultural festivals, which have become an essential policy for creative city urban planners (see Bianchini and Parkinson, 1994; García, 2004; Evans, 2006; Van Aalst and Van Melik, 2012 ) that helps building proper 'vivid' atmosphere for creative individuals through"visual and audio cues such as outdoor dining, active outdoor recreation, a thriving music scene, active nightlife, and bustling street scene" (Florida, 2005: 99) .
Festivals in the creative city
Besides the growing importance of festivals in creative industries and urban development strategies, academics point at the role of festival as a cultural activity, having potential to incorporate all the city residents (be it artists, knowledge workers or ordinary residents) which help to build a 'creative community' necessary for the formation of cultural capital and the success of the new creative face of the city. At this point, festivals are an effective instrument for providing the sense of inclusion rather than exclusion of the creative initiatives, albeit with caution about organizational priorities related to mass and elitist cultures. Richards (2007) links the current ubiquitous presence of festivals to a crisis of legitimization of the welfare state's cultural and public policies arguing for general accessibility of festivals for all the city residents. It can be argued that the connection between cultural planning of the Creative City and Festival has many layers, which can be illustrated within creative city theory elements. Following the structure proposed by Durmaz (2008) , we can distinguish three main components of the Creative City: Creativity Strategies, Creative Industries and Creative Community. Indeed, we can hardly imagine any kind of creative metropolis with no support of cultural and knowledge industries, development of local cultural life or promotion of the city and its initiatives. It also can be argued that festivals, being a very specific form of social, artistic and promotional activity, incorporate all these dimensions. This makes festivals into something more than just another entertainment feature of creative areas, it turns into reality a phenomenon called festivalization of urban space and policies. Richards (2007) , talking about festivalization noted "increasing use of flagship festivals and large cultural events as a means to market major cities" (282). However it is possible to argue that the same statement is valid also for a continuity of festivals, which creates the attractive and sometimes 'branded' festivalized atmosphere of a city. This context conduced the rising importance of festivalization, which can be considered as "a new policy paradigm in the field of urban culture" (ibid). In general, festivalization can be defined as specific mechanisms of organization and formation of urban space and society activities as well as a way of entertainment of city residents and tourists through increasing the quantity and quality of festivals (Karpinska-Krakowiak, 2009). Richards (2007) mean by festivalization mainly policies of mega-events, linking festival to economic growth and investment attraction, while Hitters (2007) considers that festivalization implies continuous festivals, its permanent presence in the urban fabric. Jakob (2012) emphasizes the scalar difference between festivalization and eventification, focusing on her research on small-scaled festivals and other cultural events and thus talking about 'eventification'. In our research we will focus on bringing festivals to the neighborhood level and hence the term 'festivalization' will be used referring to continuous, primarily (but not exclusively) small-scaled festival process. Exploring academic literature, we can distinguish two interrelated types of festivalization: the first refers to cultural policies while the second is related to urban space. however, both things are interrelated and hardly separable. Besides that, being part of experiencescapes, festivalization implies certain prioritization of creative class attraction over attraction of tourists and thus promotion of place to live rather than place to visit. It's a common knowledge that tourist destinations usually build their marketing strategies on the basis of tourist seasonality (mega-events, lasting several days is not an exception), while festivalization implies lowing the scale of the festival with elongating of festival process, sometimes covering the whole year. This makes city policies being focused primarily on existing and potential residents of the city. Festivalization as a process can be also regarded as a means of urban space transformation, turning the cultural environment of the city into an attractor producing a positive image of festivalized space. Orientation of cultural policies on creativity brings to life new modes of cultural production and consumption and therefore creating new models of urban growth strategies and coalitions. These models imply the increasing importance of those who produce images and experiences and those for whom these experiences are being produced and hence creative class representatives emerge to prominence, especially its 'super-creative core' (Florida, 2002 ) -individual artists and artist communities.
Festivalizing the creative city
There are several aspects that make festivals something more than just a revitalization or galvanizing instrument of city councils and thus turn festivalization into full-fledged strategy within creative city paradigm. First of these aspects (and the most noticeable one) is the growth tendency of festival movement in creative areas: cities, districts or quarters. In many cases these areas have official festival plans and strategies (e.g. Barcelona, Berlin, Amsterdam, Gent, etc.) as a prominent part of cultural development plans. It doesn't mean that festivalization has exclusively top-down orientation: existance of these plans rather indicates the acknowledgement of festivals for cultural development than prioritization of top-down approaches over those coming from below. Second aspect is related to festivals being a necessary part of experiencescapes and their penetration into everyday life. Festival in its continuous dimension is no longer 'framed spontaneous play which contrasts routine everyday life' (Jamieson, 2004: 65) . Looking at constant happening of festival it is possible to argue that instead of disrupting the everyday city flow (ibid) festivalization forms it in its own way, changing its spatial constitution and repositioning a particular identity of the city. Besides that, as a part of everyday life festivals are used to anchor the experiencescapes that are highly dependent on footloose cultural and creative industries. As it was suggested by Lorentzen (2009) , this is possible since festivals and other cultural events are placebound from both production and consumptionn perspectives: on the one hand final production of the event takes place in a particular venue (which often becomes a 'brand' since the name of famous music or cinema festivals are usually tightly connected to the place where it is held). On the other hand, in order to consume such events, the customer has to be physically present at the same venue. Hence, festivalization as a continuous (or routine) phenomenon anchors the experience production and consumption to particular area and force people to spend there larger amount of time, which gives significant advantage to place brand and thus leads to economic benefits.
The third aspect is related to deep reconsideration of top-down and bottom-up initiatives as two main factors that form festivalization process. On the one hand topdown initiatives driven by policy makers, and, on the other hand, bottom-up initiatives lead by individual and collective artists. While the initiatives of city administrations and local governments to strategically plan and control festivals and festivalized public spaces are well-studied in academic literature (see Richards, 2009, Answorth and Voogd, 2008; Jamieson, 2004) , the second factor is rather unexplored despite its importance. Experience economy brings to life new actors, public-private partnerships, networks and interdependencies that result in new powerplay patterns fostering the production and consumption of experiences (lorentzen). One of the most important new actor that emerged with festivalization is local artists. Indeed, artists have a two-dimensional involvement in festivalization in the context of the creative city as: object of city attraction policies and, therefore, consumers of urban space, and as well as producers of cultural (or 'creative') content. In the context of growing importance of individual creativity -with the recurrent notions like 'everyone is creative' (Leadbeater, 1999; McRobbie, 2002) , we can regard artists as the most creative part of the creative class or, in other words, its 'super-creative core' (Florida, 2002) . This makes artists highly welcomed to the creative city for the sake of local creativity boosting, image improvement and attraction of broader strata of creative individuals and creative industries. Indeed, in the context of their specific and vanguard pattern of cultural consumption as creative class representatives, make them an aim for creative talent attraction policies.
On the other hand, we can regard local artists not only as an object of creative talent attraction policies, but also as producers of festivals, urban vitality and "creative atmosphere": we cannot imagine any art festival without artistic content and in certain types of festivals (e.g. music, performance art) without the immediate presence of artist. Yet, in the creative city, artists are not only passive producers of the atmosphere or part of the urban landscape. They are necessarily also entrepreneurs in creating the urban space festivalization and thus vitality. Due to certain similarities (intensive creativity application, tendency to work outside 'comfort areas', challenging mainstream trends) the notion of 'entrepreneur' is a kindred phenomenon to the notion of artist (O'Connor, 2010).
As it was suggested by Becker (2007) , artist entrepreneurialism goes beyond purely financial benefits and commercial outcomes, being related also to the new ways of employment generation, practicing craft and professional opportunities. These aspects are determined by 'self-initiative' position of artists as entrepreneurs (Daum, 2005; Von Osten, 2007) , resulting into high rates of self-employment. This makes artists being responsible not only for producing the artwork, but also for its promotion and selling. Therefore, the 'producing' role of artists can be traced not only within festival itself, where artists act as content-providers, but also within festivalisation as a process, where artists act as entrepreneurs having their own incentives and goals.
Festivalization nowadays has transformed from mere instrument of policy-makers into full-fledged strategy within creative city paradigm, which enriches and transforms the city in which it occurs. Having said that, it is nevertheless important to mark that festivalization also carries certain risks. Being a part of experience economy and in some cases strategically planned phenomenon festivalization represent particular images of the city, the images that festival organizers want to highlight. This overshadows other representations, creating a simplified picture of a city (Kociatkiewicz, 2011 ). Getz (2012 'commoditization' processes that follow festivalization, leading towards loosing cultural identities, whether it be a particular festival, a creative quarter or a city. Indeed, as an increasingly popular development paradigm, festivalization (as well as cultural-creative regeneration in general) bears a risk of homogenization of spatial characteristics and 'banalising urban experiences' (Bianchini, 2004) in order to satisfy those looking for the ' authentic' experience of the city (Russo and Sans, 2009).
Besides that, there is also possible shortcomings of such paradigm application regarding social and spatial exclusion of non-creative (or non-festivalized) people, legitimizing gentrification, difficulties with integration of 'creative class' into regional economy, existence of various social and economic nuances that may hinder any positive effects (see Peck, 2005; Scott, 2006) . Metz (2007, p. 30) argues that positioning a city as festival city can cause switching priorities from citizens to entrepreneurs.
Rescaling of festivalization
Taking into account the reach history of festivals, it is possible to assume that festivalization (at it broadest) existed long time before the concept was introduced by Häußermann and Siebel in 1993 (Yeoman, 2004) . However, during the recent decades, many authors marked its influence on economic development through tourism and place marketing (Quinn, 2006; Getz, 2008; González-Reverté and Miralbell-Izard, 2005) and cultural authenticity of contemporary city (Richards, 2007) . Taking this into account, the article stresses the exceptional role of festivals and festivalization particularly in the context of creative city development. Indeed, the growing importance of creative city paradigm accompanied by recent economic perturbations and rise of inter-urban competition made festivalization process even more important. One can argue that the reason of such an importance lies in the field of experience economy. As it was mentioned by Johansson and Kociatkiewicz (2011) , experience economy has put festivals into the general context of experience production and consumption, transforming the general self-positioning as well as existing infrastructure of modern cities, where "the streets, buildings and parks of the city are temporarily claimed to assist in the production of the festive city space [and] the city's architecture is mobilized for experience-based consumption" (Johansson and Kociatkiewicz, 2011:396) . Such a convergence between festival and experienceoriented development results in two major outcomes. Firstly, the growing number of festivals with a high number of mid-size and low-scale ones (Yeoman, 2004) determines the new 'small-scale' role of festivalization. One of the most noticeable trait of previous studies on festivalization is emphasizing temporality and large-scale orientation of festivalization process. Usually the term 'festivalization' is applied to refer to large cultural festivals and other mega-events (see Richards, 2007) , which is the case, however in the context of creative city development I argue for an alternative point of view on festivalization. Bearing in mind the importance of large-scale cultural events (ECoC, big name music festivals, etc.) we can point at growing prominence of continuous and in majority small-scaled festivalization happening in the creative city. It can be argued that such a process is most visible on the level of cultural quarters, which are one of the characteristics of the post-industrial city (Miles, 2000) .
At the same time such intensification of festival activities influences the temporality of festivalization. Usually festivalization is treated in academic literature as a phenomenon located outside everyday realm, something that "contrasts routine [of] everyday life" (Jamieson, 2004: 65) . It is possible to assume that this perspective derives from festival nature, which, as it was described by Falassi (1987) , is a temporal phenomenon limited in time. However the process of festivalization in the creative city influences the everyday life: eventful and creative atmosphere is formed through festivalization penetration into daily life of creative or cultural areas. Hence, one can argue the change of festivalization perspective: from mega to micro and from temporal to permanent, festivalization is not only changing the urban space for certain (limited) period of time but rather becoming a part and parcel of everyday life of modern creative city.
Secondly, besides physical and symbolic transformation of the city, festivalization determines certain shift in control over experience production process. Having in mind all the specificities of experience economy, one can argue that only specific types of experience production fits experience economy goals. With the growing continuity of festivalization process the new role of (local) artists as the producers of such 'appropriate' experience constituent is emerging. Such experience production is related to the presence of various art spaces, usually organized and held by individual artists or small artist groups, whose presence in aggregate stimulates cultural and economic development of neighborhoods. Markusen et al (2006) argues that success of such projects relates to the 'energy' of constant, around the clock activities in contrast to the flagship projects, where schedules are strictly defined.
However, all the diversity of festivalization actros and stakeholders is not limited by solely municipality initiatives and local artists: such a twofold approach does not take into account the side of social associations that also can be regarded as initiator and active supporter of festivalization processes. Such division of organizational activities between bottom-up and top-down sides partly grades artificial orchestrating of festivalized space where top-down side tend to take strong steps to carefully control the construction and management of the festival space. This make festivalization processes more informal, spontaneous and chaotic, where collective action have been taken place, which can be considered as one of the distinctive characteristics of experiencescapes (Bogason et al., 2004) . With regards to such a changing role of artists it is possible to project classic Bakhtin's analysis of subversive nature of the festival (1984) on the artists as festival organizers. Bakhtin described festival nature as a challenging of status quo, yet imploded into broader social order implying primarily festival audiences as carriers of such a nature. However, changing role of festivalization emphasize informal and unofficial bottom-up initiatives and ambitions, which sometimes rather provocative, experimental or even disruptive. These initiatives often come from independent artists, social associations and other community-level stakeholders, whose festival endeavors can be considered as reframing of urban space meanings from the grassroots.
With regards to such changes within festivalization process we need to mark that festivalization is not limited to creative city and experience economy. This process is multilayered and at the same time many-sided, engaging various issues of urban regeneration, gentrification, place marketing, etc. This article considers the process of festivalization and its outcomes exclusively within the intersection between festival studies and creative city theory.
Conclusion
Cultural festivals, besides presenting and embodying of new identities of revitalized areas, become a main element in construction of a 'happening' continuity, galvanizing the cultural life and creating proper 'atmosphere' of the urban space, which became increasingly important due to creative city turn in urban development. These factors turn urban space into a place of 1) continuous and 2) manifold festivalization process, where experience production and consumption are part and parcel of the everyday life of the creative city. Yet, since this process is formed by both top-down and bottom-up initiatives, it is hard to classify it as either an artificial or organic construct.
Considering the existing works in the academic domains of creative city and festival studies, the paper argues for a broadening of festivalization perspective in creative city context in terms of scale, time and power. In this sense, more research is needed on cultural and creative neighborhoods as main nodes of 'low-level' festivalization process as well as artist communities and other 'grassroot' actors in order to better understand festivalization process as well as potential changes in relationships between top-down and bottom-up approaches to cultural planning.
Besides that, it is crucial to understand the the potential role in festivalisation of (noncreative) neighborhood residents and economic actors (local business, real state developers, etc) as well as the complexity of how these actors interrelate and their relation with structural processes such as governance regimes or cultural-historical trajectories, which constitute specific urban setting in which the process takes place, namely creative district, quarter, neighborhood or (in some cases) the whole city, since urban space besides being socially constructed also shapes production, consumption and organizational modes of forming festivalization. We cannot imagine festivalization of any urban setting, it should have certain historical, tangible and intangible specificity related to urban governance, cultural life and residents of the area. 
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